We investigate the use of conjunctive non-standard type inference for the elimination of useless code in higher-order typed functional programs. In particular, we present a non-standard type assignment system for detecting useless code together with a mapping that simplifies a program by removing the useless code detected using the system.
Introduction
Useless-code elimination (UCE) is a program transformation technique that eliminates subexpressions that do not contribute to the final result of a program. UCE for higherorder programs has been studied both by people working on logical frameworks (see, for example, Paulin-Mohring (1989a; 1989b) , Takayama (1991) , Berardi (1993; , Boerio (1995) and Coppo et al. (1996) ) and, almost independently, by people working on functional programming languages (for example, Shivers (1991)). A historical survey and a brief account of the state of the art of the field can be found in Berardi et al. (2000) (see also Kobayashi (2000, Section 6) ). The topic has attracted considerable interest recently (Wand and Siveroni 1999; Kobayashi 2000; Damiani and Giannini 2000; Prost 2000; Fischbach and Hannan 1999; Xi 1999) .
Types represent properties related to the classification of meanings as set of values. Take, for instance, the language PCF (Plotkin 1977) with the ground type of natural numbers, nat. The type nat represents the property of 'being a natural number' and nat → nat that of being a function from values of type nat to values of type nat. By introducing other ground types, representing properties such as 'being an even number' or 'being a divergent term of type nat', it is possible to get a type assignment system that is suitable for proving other program properties. In the literature, the types intended in this broader sense are often called non-standard or annotated types (Nielson 1996) . Many static program analyses, such as strictness, totality, binding-time and control-flow, have been specified as non-standard type assignment systems with conjunction (see, for example, Benton (1992) , Jensen (1992) , Solberg (1995) and Mossin (1997) ). In this paper we present a non-standard type assignment system with conjunction for performing UCE in higher-order typed functional programs.
The basic idea for detecting useless code via a non-standard type system is to use inference rules to decorate terms with non-standard types pointing out that some subterms are useless code, while others may be useful for computing the value of the term. We will consider two non-standard types of underlying type nat (that is, expressing properties of PCF terms of type nat): -δ nat (saying that the term may be used).
-ω nat (saying that the term is not used).
These properties are propagated to higher types using the standard type constructors. For instance, ω nat → δ nat is the property of all the (necessarily constant) functions of type nat → nat that do not use their argument (such as λx nat .3): it says that the result of the function may be used while the argument is not used. The non-standard type δ nat → δ nat , however, gives no information about useless code: it says that the result of the function may be used when the argument may be used (note that this property is satisfied by all the PCF terms of type nat → nat). For simplicity, we rule out non-standard types like δ nat → ω nat and ω nat → ω nat (they would be two different ways for expressing the property of being a useless term of type nat → nat), and consider, for every type ρ, the non-standard type ω ρ (which we call ω-type), which is the property of all terms of type ρ that are not used.
Given the term P = (λx nat .3)y nat , it is easy to see that, according to the previous semantics of the non-standard types, the decoration (λx.3)y
stating that the term P may be used while its subterm y nat is not used, is correct † . Another decoration of P is (λx.3)y δ nat δ nat , which, although correct, is 'less informative' than the decoration (1), since it states that every subterm of P may be used. Given a non-standard type assignment system for useless-code analysis and a term M, we use optimal decoration to mean any decoration of M by that shows all the useless code of M that can be shown by some decoration of M by . Note that the above decoration (1) shows all the useless code of P , so it is optimal with respect to all the systems where it can be inferred. A system has the optimal decoration property if for every term M there is an optimal decoration. Take a PCF term M = (λf ρ .Q)R, and suppose that the variable f ρ in Q has two different uses, described by two different non-standard types φ 1 and φ 2 of R. What non-standard type should we assign to the formal parameter f ρ and to the actual parameter R? We first describe two strategies that † Under a call-by-name evaluation strategy.
have already been considered in the literature, then we introduce the strategy proposed in this paper, which is more powerful.
(a) Allowing shallow subtyping. We consider only those decorations in which either:
− φ 1 and φ 2 are equal, or − one of them is ω ρ (the property of the useless terms of type ρ).
This amounts to allowing a shallow subtyping specifying that every non-standard type φ of underlying type ρ (notation: φ ρ ) is a subtype of the non-standard type ω ρ . This strategy (which is essentially the one adopted in Berardi (1996) , Kobayashi (2000) , and Fischbach and Hannan (1999) ) may prevent us from discovering some useless code. For instance, consider M (a) = (λf ρ .Q)R with:
where U is a closed term of type nat. It is not difficult to check that the subterm U of M (a) is useless code. In order to produce a decoration of M (a) showing this useless code, we should be able to label the whole term M (a) with ((
(that is the non-standard type saying that a term of type ((nat → nat) → nat) → nat may be used) and to assign to the first occurrence of f in Q (the one that is applied to U) the non-standard type ω nat → δ nat (note that this is consistent with the fact that λf ρ .Q is applied to R satisfying the property ω nat → δ nat ). However, the second occurrence of f in Q must be labelled with δ nat → δ nat since it is passed as argument to the formal parameter g, which must have non-standard type (δ nat → δ nat ) → δ nat . So, we are forced to assign δ nat → δ nat to the first occurrence of f also. This shows that the useless code U of M (a) cannot be detected. (b) Allowing structural subtyping.
We consider only those decorations in which both φ 1 and φ 2 are entailed by (or are supertypes of ) a more informative non-standard type of R, say φ, and assign it to f ρ and R. A non-standard type entailment (or subtyping) relation is specified by a set of inference rules. It aims to capture the set-theoretic inclusion between the interpretation of nonstandard types in a suitable model (that is, the logical implication between properties). According to this semantics:
− φ ρ entails ω ρ (written φ ρ 6 ω ρ ), and − the entailment between arrow non-standard types follows the standard rule, which is contravariant in its left argument and covariant in its right one.
For instance, ω nat → δ nat 6 δ nat → δ nat , capturing the fact that a function that ignores its argument can be used in any context where a function that may use its argument is expected (note that the reverse implication does not hold). However, the non-standard types
In a system using non-standard type entailment we can produce the following decoration of M (a) (the term used above to illustrate the limitations of strategy (a)):
which shows that the subterm U of M (a) is useless code. Also, this strategy (which is essentially the one adopted in Berardi and Boerio (1995) , Coppo et al. (1996) , and Damiani and Giannini (2000) ) may prevent us from discovering some useless code. For instance, consider the term M (b) = (λf ρ .Q)R, where:
To detect the useless code U in M (b) , we have to assign to the whole of M (b) the non-standard type δ nat and to the first occurrence of f (the one that takes U as second argument) the non-standard type
The second occurrence of f, however, must have non-standard type
since it is applied to the identity. Observe now that, even though both φ 1 and φ 2 can be assigned to R, there is no non-standard type φ that entails both φ 1 and φ 2 . So, we are forced to assign φ 2 to the first occurrence of f also. Thus, the useless code U of M (b) cannot be detected.
In this paper we consider the following strategy: assign both φ 1 and φ 2 to f ρ and R, that is, consider the conjunction (or intersection) φ 1 ∧ φ 2 of the two non-standard types. In this way we can assign φ 1 to the first and φ 2 to the second occurrence of f in Q. So there are no restrictions on the decoration preventing us from discovering the useless code of M (b) exploited by the two different non-standard types φ 1 and φ 2 of R.
Organisation of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce the programming language we are dealing with and its operational semantics. In Section 3 we show briefly how program properties can be represented by partial equivalence relations on a term model of the programming language. In Section 4 we describe the set of non-standard types for uselesscode analysis and its semantics. In Section 5 we present the non-standard type assignment system and a mapping that takes a decorated term and returns a simplified term in which the useless code identified by the decoration has been replaced by 'dummy' place-holders. We also give an optimal decoration property for the system. In Section 6 we consider the issue of removing the dummy place-holders from the simplified term. Related work is discussed in Section 7. Proofs of propositions and theorems are given in the Appendix.
A preliminary version of the material presented in this paper can be found in Damiani (1998, Chapter 8) , and an extended abstract appeared as Damiani (2000a) .
Moreover, a restricted version of the system, where conjunction is limited to rank 2 and not used to handle recursive programs, was presented in Damiani and Prost (1998) (see also Damiani (1998, Chapter 9) ).
The language PCFP
In this section we introduce the call-by-name functional programming language PCFP ('PCF with Pairs') and its operational semantics.
Definition 2.1 (PCFP types).
The only ground type considered is the set of natural numbers, nat. The set of types T (ranged over by ρ, σ, τ) is defined by the following grammar:
PCFP terms are defined from a set V of typed term variables (ranged over by x ρ , y σ , . . .) and a set
of typed term constants (ranged over by k). The type of a constant k is denoted by T(k).
Definition 2.2 (PCFP terms).
The set of PCFP terms Λ T (ranged over by M, N, . . .) is defined by Λ T = ∪ ρ∈T Λ ρ , where Λ ρ is the set of the PCFP terms of type ρ, defined by the rules in Figure 1 . In a PCFP term M, the types of variables and constants are explicitly mentioned. In the following we will often omit the types when they are clear from the context. The finite set of the free variables of a term M is denoted by FV(M). We will identify terms modulo renaming of the bound variables. A substitution is a finite function mapping term variables to terms, denoted by [ i is substituted by a term N i of the same type. Substitution acts on free variables, the renaming of the bound variables is assumed implicitly.
Let Λ c T be the set of the closed terms, that is, Λ c T = {M ∈ Λ T | FV(M) = 6}. The operational semantics of PCFP is given by an inductively defined evaluation relation M ⇓ K, where M is a closed term and K is a closed term in weak head normal form (whnf ), that is, an element of the set of values:
Any PCFP constant has either type nat, or nat → nat, or nat × nat → nat. The meaning of a functional constant k can be given by a set mean(k) of pairs, that is, if (K, k 1 ) ∈ mean(k), then kK evaluates to k 1 . For example, ( 1, 3 , 4) ∈ mean(+).
Definition 2.3 (Value of a term).
Let M ∈ Λ c T . We write M ⇓ K, and say that M evaluates to K, if this statement is derivable using the rules in Figure 2 . M ⇓ ('M is convergent') means that, for some ) (1 6 l 6 n). Note that M is an extensional model.
PERs over M as program properties
A Partial Equivalence Relation (PER for short) over a set A is a symmetric and transitive binary relation over A. Let PERS A be the set of PERs over A. Given a PER R over A, we use domain of R to mean the subset of A defined by Dom(R) = {E | (E, E) ∈ R}. Note that R is reflexive on its domain. The following (well-known) result holds.
Proposition 3.1 (PERS
A is closed by set-theoretic intersection). For every set A, if
In the following, we use 'PER over ρ' to mean 'PER over I(ρ) ' (I(ρ) is the interpretation of the type ρ in the closed term model M). For every type ρ, let PERS ρ be the set of PERs over ρ (ranged over by R ρ ). In this section we explain how some PERs over ρ can be read as properties of PCFP terms of type ρ.
Definition 3.2 (Some PERs and operations on PERs).
1 For every type ρ ∈ T, let ∆ ρ , Ω ρ be the PERs
2 For every R 1 ∈ PERS ρ 1 and R 2 ∈ PERS ρ 2 , define
It is not difficult to check that Definition 3.2 is well formed, that is, that 
ρ for all the environments e and e such that (e(x
According to the previous definition: -The diagonal PER over ρ, ∆ ρ , which equates each element of I(ρ) with itself only, states that the value of a term does matter (that is, it may be used). -The trivial PER over ρ, Ω ρ , equates all the elements of I(ρ) and thus is the 'true' property, stating that the value of a term does not matter (that is, it is not used).
-The PER R 1 → →R 2 over ρ 1 → ρ 2 is the property of all the functions of type ρ 1 → ρ 2 that, when applied to a term satisfying R 1 , yield a result satisfying R 2 . For instance, Ω nat → → ∆ nat is the property (satisfied by all the, necessarily constant, functions of type nat → nat that do not use their argument) saying that the value of the application of the function can be used without using the argument. -The PER R 1 × ×R 2 over ρ 1 × ρ 2 is the property of all the terms of type ρ 1 → ρ 2 that when passed as argument to the projection prj i result in a term satisfying R i (i ∈ {1, 2}).
Moreover, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 3.4. For every type ρ 1 and ρ 2 ,
Proof. Both parts can be proved by structural induction on types using the fact that the model M is extensional.
Example 3.5. The function G = (λx nat .λy nat×nat .prj 1 y)z has, under the assumption Ω nat for the free variable z, the property (
In fact, z is not used and the second component of any pair of numbers supplied to G is not used.
The set-theoretic intersection between PERs over a type ρ represents the logical conjunction between properties; in other words, if a term P has both the properties R 1 and R 2 , then P also has the property R 1 ∩ R 2 (and vice-versa). For instance, the term (λh nat→nat .λz nat .hz) satisfies both the PERs (
, so it satisfies their intersection. The set-theoretic inclusion between PERs over a type ρ, however, represents logical implication between properties, that is, if R 1 ⊆ R 2 and a term P has the property R 1 , then P also has the property R 2 . For instance, for every PER R over ρ, we have R ⊆ Ω ρ , from the fact that Ω ρ represents the 'true' property. We also have Ω
, since a function that ignores its argument can be used in any context where a function that may use its argument is expected.
Evaluation types
In this section we introduce the set of conjunctive non-standard types for useless-code analysis, which we call evaluation types (e-types for short).
Syntax and semantics
The syntax of the e-types does not allow conjunctions to the right of an arrow type constructor. This restriction (introduced in Coppo and Dezani-Ciancaglini (1980) and Coppo et al. (1981) , systematically presented in van Bakel (1992; , and used for program analysis in Hankin and Le Métayer (1994b; and Coppo et al. (2002) ) makes the type manipulation easier without affecting the power of the logic.
Definition 4.1 (Evaluation types).
The set of e-types L, ranged over by φ and ψ, is defined by L = ∪ ρ∈T L(ρ), where L(ρ) is the sets of the e-types with underlying type ρ, defined by the rules in Figure 3 . Conjunctions of elements in L(ρ) (that is, expressions of the shape φ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ φ n , for some n > 1 and φ 1 , . . . , φ n ∈ L(ρ)) are ranged over by ξ and ν.
In the following we will often write, since no confusion may arise, δ and ω as abbreviations for δ nat and ω nat , respectively. Let φ ρ (ξ ρ ) range over e-types (conjunctions) with underlying type ρ. For any e-type φ (conjunction ξ) let (φ) ( (ξ)) denote the underlying type of φ (ξ). 
Definition 4.2 (Semantics of e-types). The interpretation [[φ]
] of an e-type φ is defined by:
The following definition and proposition provide a syntactical characterisation for the set of the e-types φ ρ such that [[φ ρ ]] = Ω ρ , and for the set of the e-types ψ σ such that
Definition 4.3 (ω-e-types and δ-e-types).
1 We use ω-e-types to mean the e-types in the set L ω = {ω ρ | ρ ∈ T}. 2 The set of the δ-e-types (L δ ) is the subset of the e-types that does not contain subexpressions of the form ω ρ (for some ρ). For every type ρ ∈ T, let δ(ρ) be the corresponding unique conjunction-free δ-e-type.
Proposition 4.4 (Syntactic characterisation of
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
Indeed, the e-type syntax (Definition 4.1) has been designed in such a way that syntactically different conjunction-free e-types denote (Definition 4.2) different PERs. This observation (together with Proposition 3.4) justifies the choice of not having e-types of the form δ ρ , ξ → ω σ and ω σ 1 × ω σ 2 , where ρ = nat, σ, σ 1 , σ 2 are any types, and ξ is any conjunction.
Note that the reverse of the implication in Proposition 4.4.2 does not hold. For instance,
An entailment relation for e-types
The entailment relation between e-types, 6, models the set-theoretic inclusion between the interpretation of the e-types.
Definition 4.5 (Entailment relation 6). We write ξ 1 6 ξ 2 to mean that this judgement is derivable by the rules in Figure 4 . We use ∼ = to denote the equivalence relation induced by 6. Note that if ξ 6 ξ , then ξ and ξ have the same underlying type. Moreover, 6 is reflexive and transitive.
Proposition 4.6 (Reflexivity and transitivity of 6).
1 ξ 6 ξ 2 ξ 6 ξ and ξ 6 ξ imply ξ 6 ξ .
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
The side conditions in rules (→) and (×) are necessary to ensure that the types occurring in the conclusion of the rules are well formed (see discussion after Proposition 4.4). The most interesting rules are (∧) and (×). Rule (∧) subsumes the standard rules of conjunction introduction and elimination. Rule (×), which is justified by Lemma 4.7 below, allows us to compare conjunctions of n > 1 products.
Proof. By definition of × × (see Definition 3.2) and Definition 4.2 we have:
Note that restricting rule (×) to e-types (that is, requiring n = m = 1) reduces the power of the system. For instance, by rule (∧), we have both δ ∧ ω 6 δ and ω ∧ δ 6 δ, so, by rule (×), we get (δ × ω) ∧ (ω × δ) 6 δ × δ, which cannot be derived when rule (×) is restricted to e-types.
Theorem 4.8 (Soundness of
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
The entailment rules are not complete. Take, for instance,
Useless-code elimination
In Section 5.1 we introduce the e-type assignment system , which is sound with respect to the e-type semantics given in Section 4. In Section 5.2 we first give a simplification mapping that simplifies a term by removing the subexpressions that are labelled by ω-e-types in a given -typing, then we identify a subset of -typings, which we call faithful, such that the subterms that are labelled by ω-e-types are useless code. Finally, in Section 5.3, we prove that for every PCFP term there is an optimal faithful -typing, in other words, a faithful -typing that shows all the useless code that can be shown by faithful -typings.
An e-type assignment system
An assumption for a term variable x of type ρ is an expression of the form x : ξ, where ξ is a conjunction of underlying type ρ. A basis is a set Σ of assumptions x : ξ for term variables such that each term variable occurs at most once in Σ. E-types are assigned to terms M ∈ Λ T by a set of inference rules for judgements of the form Σ M ψ where:
-M ψ is a decoration of the term M, that is, it has written in it (some of) the e-types assigned to its subterms; -ψ, the 'top-level' label of the decoration M ψ , is the e-type inferred for M; and -Σ is a basis containing an assumption for each free variable of the term M.
Sometimes, for sake of readability, we will drop the overline and write M ψ instead of M ψ .
In this case, we will write (M) to denote the PCFP term obtained from M ψ by erasing all the e-type decorations (in particular, we will use this notation in Figures 11 and 13) .
A sequence {N (1) φ 1 ; · · · ; N (n) φ n } is just a way of keeping track of n > 1 decorations of a subterm N. These decorations correspond to different uses of the subterm (similar notations have been already used in literature, see, for example, Kfoury and Wells (1995) and Wells et al. (1997) ). Despite the fact that these decorations differ not only for the toplevel e-types φ 1 , . . . , φ n but also for the internal labels, for readability, we will sometimes drop the superscripts (1), . . . , (n) and write just {N
For any basis Σ let Dom(Σ) denote the set of terms variables occurring in Σ, that is, Dom(Σ) = {x | x : ξ ∈ Σ, for some ξ}. Let Σ, x : ξ denote the basis Σ ∪ {x : ξ}, where it is assumed that x does not appear in Σ.
Definition 5.1 (E-type assignment system ). Σ M φ means that this judgement can be derived by the rules in Figure 5 . The side conditions in rules (→I) and (×I) are necessary to ensure that the types occurring in the conclusion of the rules are well formed. On the other hand, the side conditions in rules (6), (Var), (×E i ), (Fix) and (If ) ensure that any derivation of a decoration having an ω-e-type as top-label consists of an application of rule (ω) (this property will simplify proofs by structural induction on derivations). For any finite set Γ of term variables, let δ(Γ) and ω(Γ) denote the bases {x σ : δ(σ) | x σ ∈ Γ} and {x σ : ω σ | x σ ∈ Γ}, respectively. For any term M ∈ Λ T , we define δ(M) as the decoration of M in which each subterm is annotated by the corresponding conjunction-free δ-e-type. One can immediately verify that M ∈ Λ ρ implies both
To state the soundness of the e-type assignment system, we introduce the following notation: for every basis Σ = {x
Theorem 5.2 (Soundness of ).
Proof. See Appendix A.5.
The following example of useless code that can be detected by system shows how conjunction can be used, in rules (→I) and (→E), to assign different e-types to the argument of a function in order to exploit its different uses in the function's body.
Example 5.3 (Use of rules (→I) and (→E)). Take the term of type nat,
where
, used in Section 1 to illustrate the limitations of the strategy (b), by choosing U = u nat and
shows that the value of M can be computed without using the value of its free variable u. This implies that, for instance, in the expression
the subterm U is useless code. Note that, since there is no conjunction-free e-type φ that entails both φ 1 and φ 2 , the fact that the free variable u is not used (making U useless code) cannot be detected without using conjunction.
Removing the useless code identified by a decoration
Roughly speaking (as explained in Section 1), the basic idea for using an e-type assignment system to detect the useless code in a given PCFP term M is as follows: if there is a derivation that assigns a δ-e-type to the term and assigns only ω-e-types to some of its subterms, then the value of M can be computed without using these subterms, so such subterms are useless code.
In this section we first define a program simplification mapping O that, given a -typing Σ M ψ , returns a simplified version of M where the subexpressions of M labelled by ω-e-types in the decoration M ψ have been replaced by free variables (which we will call 'dummy variables') † . Then we show that when the -typing Σ M ψ satisfies some conditions, the simplified term is observationally equivalent to the original one.
Dummy variables, pruning relation and simplification mapping
For every type ρ, we consider a dummy variable of type ρ, d ρ . Note that dummy variables are just a notation for keeping track of the free variables introduced by the simplification mapping O as place-holders for the useless code removed (we could indeed drop the syntactic distinction between dummy and non-dummy variables, and define dummy variables just as the free variables of a term that have been introduced by the simplification mapping O). For every term M, let DV(M) be the set of the dummy variables in M, and let FNDV(M) = FV(M) − DV(M).
Roughly speaking, we say that a term N is a pruning of another term M, if N can be obtained from M by replacing some subterms by dummy variables of the corresponding type. The pruning relation allows us to compare simplifications of a given term M.
Definition 5.4 (Pruning relation).
For every type ρ ∈ T, the pruning relation prn on the set Λ ρ is defined by the rules in Figure 6 . Example 5.5. Take the term P = (λx nat .3)5. The set Λ prn T (P ) has 7 elements and forms a complete lattice (see Figure 7) . 
Definition 5.6 (Operation inf ).
For every term M of type ρ, the binary operation inf on Λ prn T (M) is defined inductively by the clauses in Figure 8 .
One can verify immediately that the operation inf is idempotent, commutative and associative. Moreover, the following property holds. Proof. See Appendix A.6. Let Λ T be the set of -decorations, that is,
evaluation type ψ, and basis Σ}.
Definition 5.8 (Simplification mapping O).
The function O : Λ T → Λ T is defined by the clauses in Figure 9 . Fig. 9 . The simplification mapping O.
It is not difficult to verify that Σ
M ψ implies M prn O(M ψ ).
Faithful -typings
To enable us to use the mapping O to remove useless code, we identify a subset of -typings (which we call faithful ) such that the subterms that are labelled only by ω-etypes are useless code. The following theorem shows that the dummy variables introduced by applying the mapping O on a faithful -typing of M are useless code.
Theorem 5.10 (O on faithful -typings preserves obs
Proof. See Appendix A.7.
Remark 5.11 (Pre-faithful -typings).
The restriction on faithful -typings (see Definition 5.9) may seem much stronger then necessary. Indeed, the analogue of Theorem 5.10 also holds for the following (less restrictive) notion of pre-faithful -typing:
A -typing of a term M of type ρ, Σ M φ , is a pre-faithful -typing and M φ is a pre-faithful -decoration, if φ 6 δ(ρ), then Dom(Σ) = FV(M), and, for all assumptions x σ : ν ∈ Σ, we have δ(σ) 6 ν.
However, we have that:
For every term M of type ρ and for every pre-faithful -typing
).
We prefer the notion of faithful -typing since, according to Theorem 5.2, a faithful -typing 'says' that the term can be used (it has a δ-e-type), and that each of its free variables is either possibly used (it has a δ-e-type) or not used at all (it has an ω-e-type). 
which is observationally equivalent to M. Moreover, for every closed terms U and V of type nat and for every V δ such that 6 V δ , the -typing 
So, when we consider the application of fix f ρ .P to any closed terms A 1 , A 2 , A 3 of type nat,
for every A 1 δ and A 3 δ such that 6 A 1 δ and 6 A 3 δ , we have the faithful -typing 
Note that there is a (conjunction-free) derivation of 6 (fix f.P (2) φ 2 ) φ 2 , but there is no derivation for 6 (fix f.P (1) φ 1 ) φ 1 . Indeed, the above simplification of R into S cannot be performed without using conjunction.
Optimal faithful -typings
In this section we show that, for every term M there is a faithful -typing that shows all the useless code that can be shown by some faithful -typing of M.
For every PCFP term M of type ρ and for every finite set of variables Γ such that Γ ⊇ FV(M), consider the sets:
= {Σ | Σ is a basis and Dom(Σ) = Γ},
, the one that shows more useless code is the one that assigns ω-e-types to more subterms. This fact induces a preorder relation, which we will denote by , on the set of the -typings of M: the preorder of information on 'how much a term is used'. The preorder (for e-types, basis, and -typings) is defined as follows.
Definition 5.14 (The preorder).
1 For every type ρ ∈ T, the preorder on the set of e-types L(ρ) is defined by the rules in Figure 10 . 2 For every set of term variables Γ, the preorder on the set bases (Γ) is defined by Σ 1 Σ 2 if, for every x ρ : ν 2 ∈ Σ 2 , there exists x ρ : ν 1 ∈ Σ 1 such that ν 1 ν 2 .
3 For every term M and for every set of term variables Γ, such that Γ ⊇ FV(M), the preorder on the set typings (M, Γ) is defined by the rules in Figure 11 . Let ≡ be the equivalence relation induced by .
According to the intuition that is the preorder of information on 'how much a term is used', on e-types (see Figure 10 ) is covariant in both the arguments of the constructor → † . We have, for instance, δ → δ ω → δ, capturing the fact that a function having e-type ω → δ (the result of the function may be used while the argument is not used) is 'less used' than a function having e-type δ → δ (the result of the function may be used and the argument may be used).
The side conditions in rules (6), (Var), (×E i ), (Fix) and (If) of Figure 11 ensure that any derivation of a -judgement in which on the left-hand side there is a decoration having an ω-e-type as top-label consists of an application of rule (ω) (this property will simplify proofs by structural induction on derivations).
The following property guarantees that bigger (in the sense of ) faithful -typings show more useless code.
Proposition 5.15 ( 'implies' prn ). For every term P , if Σ 1 P (1) χ 1 and Σ 2 P (2) χ 2 are two -typings of P such that Σ 1 P (1)
Proof. See Appendix A.8.
In order to prove the existence of optimal faithful -typings for every PCFP term M, we define an operation on the set of the -typings of M that allows us to 'combine' two faithful -typings of
)), which shows the useless code identified by either one or the other of the -typings.
Definition 5.16 (Operation ).
1 For every type ρ, the binary operation on the set L(ρ) is defined by the rules in Figure 12 .
2 For every set of term variables Γ, the binary operation on the set bases (Γ) is defined by (Σ 1 , Σ 2 ) = {x ρ : (ν 1 , ν 2 ) | x ρ : ν 1 ∈ Σ 1 and x ρ : ν 2 ∈ Σ 2 }. 3 For every term M and for every set of term variables Γ such that Γ ⊇ FV(M), the binary operation on the set typings (M, Γ) is defined by the rules in Figure 13 where, for every term M containing e-types decorations, (M) denotes the underlying PCFP term.
For every M ∈ Λ ρ , consider the set of equivalence classes of the relation ≡ on the set of the faithful -typings of M:
Let ≡ be the relation induced by on the equivalence classes, and ≡ be the relation induced by on the equivalence classes. The following lemma guarantees the existence of optimal faithful -typings. Proof. See Appendix A.9.
We can now prove the following result.
Theorem 5.18 (Optimal faithful -typing property).
For every PCFP term M there is an optimal faithful -typing of M. In other words, a faithful -typing Σ 1 M (1)
Proof. The proof is straightforward using Propositions 5.17 and 5.15. 
Example 5.19 (Optimal faithful -typings). Let

Theorem 5.20 (Idempotency of O ). For every PCFP term M, we have O (M) = O (O (M)).
Proof. See Appendix A.10.
The design of an algorithm for computing the function O requires, in turn, the design of 1 an inference algorithm for the conjunctive system of Figure 5 that computes a function from Λ T to Λ T that for every PCFP term returns an optimal decoration of it, and 2 an algorithm that computes the function O : Λ T → Λ T of Figure 9 .
The difficult part is the first of these. The design of an inference algorithm for conjunctive UCE is beyond the scope of this paper, but will be discussed briefly in Section 7.
(Σ (λx.M) ξ→φ , Σ (λx.N) ν→ψ ) = (Σ, Σ ) (λx.P ) (ξ→φ,ν→ψ) where P is such that ((Σ,
where H is such that
and Q is
where, for i ∈ {1, 2}, P i is such that (Σ, Σ ) P
where 
This means that, independent of the evaluation strategy of the language, system allows us to simplify programs into observationally greater or equal ones. Indeed, as pointed out in Berardi et al. (2000) , we can distinguish two kinds of useless code that are exemplified in the following. Consider a functional programming language with a call-by-name evaluation strategy, like PCFP. Take the expression prj 1 N 1 , N 2 :
-the expression N 2 is dead code, since it will never be evaluated, -the pair formation operator ·, · and the projection prj 1 , however, although useless (since they can be eliminated without influencing the final value of the expression), are not dead.
Dead code is useless, but useless code is not necessarily dead. The removal of dead code produces a reduction in the size of the program. The removal of useless code may also reduce its evaluation time. Under call-by-value, useless code is more time wasting, since there is less dead code. For instance, an expression like N 2 in the above example is evaluated and therefore it is not dead but only useless (assuming that N 2 is terminating and does not produce computational effects, such as assignment and input/output operations). † In other words, obs and not obs .
'Real' functional programming languages include computational effects. As pointed out in Fischbach and Hannan (1999) (see also Kobayashi (2000, Section 6 )), to preserve effects it is sufficient to find (a safe estimation of) the subterms containing effects (this can be done by using a suitable effect system (Talpin and Jouvelot 1994) , depending on the kind of effects that must be preserved) and mark them as 'useful'. Moreover, by regarding non-termination as an effect, it is possible to simplify programs by preserving nontermination also for evaluation strategies different from call-by-name. See, for instance, Fischbach and Hannan (1999) , where a superset of the non-terminating subterms of the term under examination is computed by associating an effect with all the calls to recursive functions.
Removing dummy variables
In this section we consider the problem of performing a further simplification on terms: removing the dummy variables introduced by the simplification mapping O : Λ T → Λ T of Figure 9 . As we will see, this problem can be partially solved by using a technique described in our previous work on type-based UCE , which presents two type-based UCE elimination techniques based on strategies (a) and (b) outlined in Section 1 of the present paper. The corresponding non-standard type assignment systems can be described as:
(a) the entailment and conjunction free, and (b) the conjunction free restrictions of the system in Figure 5 ( (a) and (b) , in the following). Sound and complete inference and simplification algorithms are provided for both (a) an (b) . The UCE algorithm for (b) computes (in quadratic time in the size of the PCFP term to be simplified) a function O (b) : Λ T → Λ T that returns the (unique) term O (b) (M) such that all the useless code indicated by the optimal faithful (b) -typings of M has been replaced by dummy variables. The UCE algorithm for (a) , which computes a function O (a) : Λ T → Λ T , however, performs a 'deeper' simplification, which also transforms the type of some subterms of the program being simplified and does not introduce dummy variables. As shown in Damiani and Giannini (2000, Section 8) , the optimal way of using these UCE algorithms is to apply O (b) .V and the type of the occurrence of the fix-bound identifier f 1 in V .
Another strategy for removing dummy variables is to design a program simplification mapping that makes better use of the information contained in -decorated terms and (by relying on 'more aggressive' program transformations) avoids the introduction of dummy variables. In fact, as pointed out in Damiani and Prost (1998) , which extends system (b) by allowing rank 2 conjunction, the use of conjunction for UCE suggests another kind of program transformation: the specialisation of the parameter of a function according to its different uses in the function's body. Consider, for instance, the term
of Example 5.3 and its optimal decoration
The actual parameter λh nat→nat .λz nat .hz has two different decorations, corresponding to the two non-standard types associated to the two occurrences of the formal parameter f in the body of the function:
The first decoration says that the formal parameter h nat→nat could be specialised to a variable of type nat, say h nat 1 , and the formal parameter z nat could be removed. However, to maintain type consistency between the two uses of the formal parameter f, the mapping O : Λ T → Λ T of Figure 9 does not perform such a transformation (see Example 5.12). A more sophisticated simplification mapping could make better use of the information contained in the -decorated term and, on the basis of some heuristic, decide to 'separate the flows' associated with the two different decorations of the actual parameter and produce the simplified term
The key component of such a simplification mapping, which computes a function from Λ T to Λ T , would be the heuristic guiding flow separation. Conjunctive types in connection with program transformations like closure conversion and inlining have already been used in the context of type intermediate languages (see, for example, Wells et al. (1997) and Dimock et al. (1997) ).
Related work and conclusion
In this paper we have presented a conjunctive type system for performing UCE on higherorder simply typed functional programs and proved that, for every PCFP term P , there is always an optimal simplification of P among those that can be detected by using the system. Soundness of our UCE was proved by interpreting conjunctive evaluation types as PERs over a term model of PCFP. The problem of designing a complete entailment relation for conjunctive evaluation types deserve more investigation (see Section 4.2) † . The idea of modelling useless code by using PERs on a term model of the language is due to Berardi (1993 Berardi ( , 1996 . The first use of PERs in program analysis, however, dates back to Hunt and Sands (1991) (see also Hunt (1991) ), where the authors presented a binding-time analysis for an extension of PCF with pairs and lists. They also pointed out that PERs can be used for useless-code analysis (which they called live-variable analysis). In addition to the fact that the PER model of Hunt and Sands (1991) is built on a Scott domain, a major difference between our approach and theirs is that they specify their analysis as an abstract interpretation. More recently, Abadi et al. (1999) used PERs models for dependency analysis.
The binding-time analysis of Hunt and Sands (1991) was expressed as a conjunctive type system in Jensen (1992 Jensen ( , 1995 , where the relations between conjunctive type systems and abstract interpretation are considered. Hankin and Le Métayer (1994a) (see also Hankin and Le Métayer (1994b; ) describes a framework for type-based analysis of functional programs. This framework addresses algorithmic aspects by providing a checking algorithm † for a schematic conjunctive logic that is parametric in the sets of types and constants of the functional language. In particular, Hankin and Le Métayer (1994a) shows how the framework can be instantiated to capture the strictness analysis and the binding-time analysis described in Jensen (1995) .
The papers on conjunctive type systems for program analysis mentioned above focus on specifying some program analysis, but do not consider the problem of formalising the program optimisations induced by the results of the analysis. For most program analysis this is not straightforward since it may require us to make some hypothesis about the target language of the compilation. The optimisation induced by useless-code analysis, however, can be described, as we have done in this paper, as a source to source program transformation.
Observe that the framework of Hankin and Le Métayer (1994a) , which provides an algorithm that takes as input a pair (term,type) and checks whether the type can † Completeness for the entailment relation for evaluation types without conjunction was proved in Damiani and Giannini (2000) , and completeness results for conjunctive non-standard type entailment relations have been proved in the case of other program properties, such as strictness (Jensen 1992; Benton 1992; Coppo et al. 2002) and totality (Coppo et al. 2002) . † That is, an algorithm that takes a term M and a non-standard type φ and checks whether φ can be inferred for M.
be assigned to the term, cannot be applied to our useless-code analysis. In fact, the judgements of the non-standard type system for UCE contains a decorated version of the term and, as explained at the end of Section 5, what is needed is an algorithm that takes a term and returns a decoration showing as much useless code as possible, and not just an algorithm that checks whether the term has a given non-standard type. The inference algorithm for the UCE without conjunction given in Damiani and Giannini (2000) can be extended to the rank 2 conjunction fragment of the UCE presented in this paper. The algorithm was described in Damiani (1998, Chapter 9) , where, however, conjunction is not used for handling recursive terms. It is not clear how to extend the inference algorithm to deal with full conjunction.
Some recent papers on UCE address the problem of dealing with 'real' functional programming language features, such as recursive datatypes (Berardi and Boerio 1997; Damiani 1999; Xi 1999) , computational effects (Fischbach and Hannan 1999) and letpolymorphism (Kobayashi 2000) . The issues of handling datatypes seems orthogonal to the use of conjunction at the non-standard type level. The interaction between UCE and effects was discussed in Remark 5.21 at the end of Section 5. Interestingly enough, as shown in Kobayashi (2000) , let-polymorphism has strong interactions with uselesscode elimination: on the one hand polymorphism provides more opportunities for UCE, but, on the other, the simplified program may be more polymorphic than the original one. Starting from strategy (a) (as outlined in Section 1), Kobayashi (2000) presents an inference algorithm for detecting useless code that is a surprisingly simple extension of the well known Hindley/Milner type inference algorithm (Damas and Milner 1982) . The key idea is that of performing Hindley/Milner type inference and useless-code detection at the same type. Since rank 2 conjunctive type inference algorithms for ML-like functional languages have been proposed in the literature (Jim 1996; Damiani 2000b ) (see also Banerjee (1997) , where a type-based closure analysis based on the rank 2 type system of Jim (1996) is proposed), an interesting possibility could be that of modifying such algorithms to detect useless code (as done in Kobayashi (2000) for the Hindley/Milner type inference algorithm). Further opportunities might come from more powerful conjunctive type inference algorithms such as those based on finite rank conjunction types (Kfoury and Wells 1999) and polar types (Jim 2000) .
Appendix A. Proofs
A.1. Properties of the operational semantics of PCFP
Ground contextual equivalence admits a co-inductive characterisation in terms of bisimulation. We give here the definition of bisimulation for PCFP and state two results, Theorems A.2 and A.3, which will be used later (see Pitts (1997) for the proofs).
Definition A.1 (PCFP bisimulations and bisimilarity).
1 A PCFP bisimulation B is a type indexed family of relations on closed terms, (ρ ∈ T), satisfying the conditions in Figure 14 . PCFP bisimilarity is the largest bisimulation and will be denoted by . 2 A PCFP bisimulation B can be extended to a relation on ( 
For every PCFP context of type nat,
Proof. 
We first show that
The first implication is proved by contradiction. If P Q, then, by definition of bisimilarity there would be an M such that P M Q M. So (by induction),
, and, therefore (from ( * )),
For the second implication, let P Q. This implies that, for all R and S such that R S, P R P S Q S Q R. So (by induction and ( * )), we have (
Therefore, from the equivalence between and contextual equivalence (Theorem A.2), we get the result. ρ = ρ 1 × ρ 2 : This case is similar.
A.3. Reflexivity and transitivity of 6 (Proposition 4.6)
Proposition.
Proof. Both parts are proved by structural induction on derivations. We consider (2) only.
If either the derivation of ξ 6 ξ or ξ 6 ξ consists of an application of rule (ω) or (δ), the proof is immediate. If both the derivations end with the same rule, the result is straightforward by induction. Let us now consider the remaining cases:
-The first derivation ends with rule (→): The second derivation can only end with rule (∧) with n = 1 where all the premises' derivations must end with a sequence of (possibly 0) rules (∧) with n = m = 1 preceded by either rule (→) or rule (ω). Then the result follows by induction. -The second derivation ends with rule (→): The rule (∧) at the end of the first derivation must have m = 1 and all the premises' derivations must end with a sequence of (possibly 0) rules (∧) with n = m = 1 preceded by rule (→). Then the result follows by induction.
-The second derivation ends with rule (×): All the premises' derivations of the rule (∧) at the end of the first derivation must end with a sequence of (possibly 0) rules (∧) with n = m = 1 preceded by rule (×) with n = m = 1. Then the result follows by induction.
A.4. Soundness of 6 (Theorem 4.8)
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of derivations. We show only the case of rule (×). By induction we have both
. By the definition of × × (see Definition 3.2), we have
and, by Lemma 4.7 (proved in Section 4.2),
A.5. Soundness of (Theorem 5.2)
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of e-types.
This case is immediate. φ σ = δ nat . This case follows by Theorem A.3.
To produce a contradiction, assume that
Then, for some (
By induction, there exists m > 0 such that
2 . This case is similar.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of derivations. We will show five cases only. Let e and e be two environments such that (e(x), e (x)) ∈ [[ν]], for all x : ν ∈ Σ.
-The derivation ends with rule (Var): So P = x and χ = φ i , for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We
, which proves the result. -The derivation ends with rule (→I): So P = λx.M and χ = ξ → ψ. We have to prove that
that is, 
that is,
which follows directly by induction. -The derivation ends with rule (→E): So P = MN and χ = ψ. We have to prove that
and, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
-The derivation ends with rule (Fix): So P = fix x.M and χ = φ 1 . We first prove that, for every j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, 
Then, by induction on n, we have that for all n,
So we can conclude by Lemma A.4 that
-The derivation ends with rule (6): In this case the result follows by Theorem 4.8 (soundness of 6). We first show that the simplification mapping is sound with respect to the e-type semantics. To do this we generalise the notion of 'satisfaction of a PER' (Definition 3.3) as follows.
By Lemma A.6, we have that both Σ P δ(ρ) Proposition. For every term P , if Σ 1 P (1) χ 1 and Σ 2 P (2) χ 2 are two -typings of P such that Σ 1 P (1)
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on the structure of -derivations. If the derivation of Σ 1 P (1)
χ 2 ends with rule (ω), (Var) or (Con), the proof is immediate. The remaining cases are direct by induction. We consider only the case of rule (Fix). In this case we have 
A.9. The lattice faithful (M)/ ≡ (Proposition 5.17)
One can immediately verify that, for every PCFP type ρ ∈ T and for every φ 1 , φ 2 ∈ L(ρ), we have (φ 1 , φ 2 ) ∈ L(ρ); and similarly for basis. The fact that the operation is also well defined on -typings is guaranteed by the following lemmas.
Lemma A.8. For every PCFP type ρ ∈ T and for all conjunctions ξ, ξ , ν, ν of underlying type ρ. If ξ 6 ξ and ν 6 ν , then (ξ, ν) 6 (ξ , ν ).
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on derivations. If either the derivation of ξ 6 ξ or ν 6 ν consists of an application of rule (ω), then (ξ , ν ) is of the form ω ρ ∧ · · · ∧ ω ρ and the proof is immediate. Also, the case in which one of the derivations ends with rule (δ) is immediate. If both the derivations end with the same rule, then the result is straightforward by induction. Let us now consider the remaining cases. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on derivations. If one of the two derivations Σ 1 M (1) φ 1 and Σ 2 M (2) φ 2 consists of an application of rule (ω), the proof is immediate.
If both the derivations end with the same rule, the result is straightforward by induction (using Lemma A.8 for rule (6)). Otherwise, one derivation must end with rule (6) and the other with a rule different from (ω) and (6). The premise's derivation of the former derivation must end with a sequence of (possibly 0) rules (6) preceded by the same rule used at the end of the latter derivation. So we can use induction and then conclude by Lemma A.8.
The following lemmas show that the operation is the least-upper bound operator with respect to the partial order .
Lemma A.10. For every PCFP type ρ ∈ T and for all conjunctions ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 of underlying type ρ.
1 ξ 1 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) and ξ 2 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ). 2 If ξ 1 ξ 3 and ξ 2 ξ 3 , then (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) ξ 3 .
Proof. Both parts are proved by structural induction on -derivations. We consider (2) only.
-If either the derivation of ξ 1 ξ 3 or ξ 2 ξ 3 consists of an application of either rule (ω) or rule (δ), the proof is immediate. -The first derivation ends with rule (×): Then the second derivation can only end with rule (∧) where all the premises' derivations must end with a sequence of (possibly 0) rules (∧) with n = m = 1 preceded by either rule (×) or rule (ω). Then the result follows by induction.
-The cases when the first derivation ends with rule (∧) are symmetric.
Lemma A.11. For every finite set of variables Γ, for every Σ 1 , Σ 2 , Σ 3 ∈ bases (Γ).
1 Σ 1 (Σ 1 , Σ 2 ) and Σ 2 (Σ 1 , Σ 2 ). 2 If Σ 1 Σ 3 and Σ 2 Σ 3 , then (Σ 1 , Σ 2 ) Σ 3 .
If either the derivation of
or the derivation of
ends with rule (ω), the proof is immediate. If both the derivations end with the same rule, the result is straightforward by induction (using Lemma A.8 for rule (6)). We show only the case of rule (Fix), for which we have Proof. First observe that if, for some PCFP term P of type ρ and for some finite set of variables Γ such that Γ ⊇ FV(P ), we have that n is the (finite) number of elements in typings (P , Γ)/ ≡, then, for every sequence {P (1) φ 1 ; · · · ; P (m) φ m } such that, for some Σ ∈ bases (Γ) and for all l ∈ {1, . . . , m}, Σ P (l) φ l , we have that m > n implies Σ P (1) φ 1 ; · · · ; P (m)
for some i 1 , . . . , i n ∈ {1, . . . , m}. We can now prove, by structural induction on terms, that the set typings (P , Γ)/ ≡ is finite. We consider three cases only: P = x ρ : Any derivation of a -typing Σ P ψ must end with an application of rule (ω), rule (6) or rule (Var). In all cases we have a finite number of ≡-classes. The first case is by Lemma A.14, the second and the third are by Lemma A.13. P = MN: Any derivation of a -typing Σ P ψ must end with rule (ω), rule (6) or rule (→E). In all cases we have a finite number of ≡-classes. As above, the first and the second cases are by Lemmas A.14 and A.13. The third is straightforward by induction, since, for any is optimal.
